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In many settings, decision makers’ behavior is observed to vary on the
basis of seemingly arbitrary factors. Such framing effects cast doubt on
the welfare conclusions drawn from revealed-preference analysis. We
relax the assumptions underlying that approach to accommodate set-
tings in which framing effects are present. Plausible restrictions of vary-
ing strength permit either partial or point identification of preferences
for the decision makers who choose consistently across frames. Recov-
ering population preferences requires understanding the empirical re-
lationship between decision makers’ preferences and their sensitivity
to the frame. We develop tools for studying this relationship and illus-
trate them with data on automatic enrollment into pension plans.
Introduction

In many settings, people’s choices depend on seemingly arbitrary fea-
tures of the decision-making environment, such as which option is the
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default, the order in which options are presented, or which features of
the decision are salient. Such framing effects cast doubt on the welfare con-
clusions from revealed-preference analysis. For example, suppose that an
internet company adopts an opt-out data policy, under which it can col-
lect a customer’s data to personalize advertising content unless the cus-
tomer indicates otherwise. Prior research suggests that switching to an
opt-in policy, under which customers must give permission before the
company can collect their data, would reduce the number of customers
who allow the company to do so ( Johnson, Bellman, and Lohse 2002).
Suppose that 40% of customers choose to allow data collection when
the policy is opt-in and 65%do sowhen the policy is opt-out. Both policies
let customers control the use of their data, but the choices observed un-
der the two policies imply different conclusions about what customers
prefer.
In this paper, we relax the assumptions underlying revealed-preference

analysis to accommodate choice data contaminated by framing effects.
We focus on binary decisions in which the choices of some decision mak-
ers vary according to a preference-irrelevant feature of the environment,
which we refer to as a frame (Salant and Rubinstein 2008). Examples
of frames might include (1) which option is presented as the default,
(2) the order in which options are displayed, (3) the reference point from
which an option is evaluated, (4) whether the menu of options includes
an irrelevant alternative, (5) the point in time at which a decision is made,
and (6) which features of the available options are made salient. We as-
sume that when decision makers choose consistently across frames, those
choices reflect their preferences.1

Within this framework, we derive conditions for identifying pref-
erences of various groups of decision makers. First, we show that when
a frame pulls the choices of all decision makers in a uniform direction
(frame monotonicity), one can identify the distribution of preferences
for the consistent decision makers—that is, the decision makers unaf-
fected by the framing effect. This is true even when each decision maker
is observed making only one decision and observers lack ex ante knowl-
edge about which decision makers are consistent. Under frame monoto-
nicity, a decision maker who chooses “against the frame”—for example,
1 By “preferences,” we mean the relative degree to which the available options further a
decision maker’s objectives, whatever those may be. Preferences are not defined according
to observed choices; doing so would assume away the possibility of framing effects.
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revealed-preference analysis with framing effects 2761
someone who chooses the option that is not the default—is consistent
and prefers the option that she chooses. This fact, along with an exogeneity
assumption concerning the assignment of decision makers to frames, al-
lows us to point-identify the preferences of the consistent decision makers.
Without frame monotonicity, the preferences of this group are partially
identified, and we derive the corresponding bounds.
Next, we turn to the problemof identifying preferences for the full pop-

ulation of decisionmakers. Our key insight is that this problem shares im-
portant features with the classic selection-into-treatment problem from
the program-evaluation literature. That is, once we have identified prefer-
ences for the subgroup of decision makers who are consistent, we can
account for selection into that subgroup to recover preferences for the
overall population. Stated this way, the transformed problem is bothmore
familiar andmore tractable than the original: economists have developed
a range of tools for dealing with endogeneity problems of this sort, and
we adapt several to our setting.
The first approach we develop is to extrapolate the preferences of the

consistent decision makers to the inconsistent decision makers by adjusting
for observable differences between the two groups. Recovering population
preferences requires that consistency and preferences be uncorrelated con-
ditional on these observables. As in other settings where researchers rely
on matching estimators, the plausibility of this assumption depends on
the nature of selection and what information about decision makers
the researcher can observe.
Second, we develop decision-quality instruments, which exploit varia-

tion in decisionmakers’ susceptibility to a framebut donot affect decision
makers’ preferences. For example, decision makers who are experimen-
tally manipulated to have a higher shadow value of leisure (e.g., by facing
greater time pressure) may be more likely to choose according to the
frame, but such a manipulation is unlikely to affect which option they ac-
tually prefer. Decision-quality instruments identify the distribution of
preferences for those decision makers whose susceptibility to the frame
they affect. We develop techniques to extrapolate the preferences of this
subgroup to the population.
Finally, we derive bounds on population preferences based on the con-

sistent decision makers. The usefulness of the bounds depends on the
strength of the frame—the bounds are tighter when more decision mak-
ers are consistent. One surprising finding from this analysis is that absent
frame monotonicity, it may be that a majority of the population prefers
one option even though a majority selects the other option under every
frame that is observed.
A growing literature confronts the problem of preference identifica-

tion in settings with framing effects. One proposal is to restrict preference
inferences to the subset of observed choices in which a given decision
This content downloaded from 216.015.023.068 on June 26, 2020 10:19:19 AM
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maker chooses consistently (Bernheim and Rangel 2009). In practice,
however, individual decision makers are typically observed choosing un-
der only one frame, which makes it difficult to detect which choices are
consistent. Worse, this approach yields no information on the inconsis-
tent decision makers—the very group whose behavior is shaped by the
choice of frame. Further “refinements” can provide a path forward if the
researcher can observe choices in a frame in which all decision makers are
known to select their most preferred option (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft
2009; Allcott and Taubinsky 2015), but inmany applications, such as those
in which behavior is sensitive to defaults or ordering effects, there is little
reason to believe that any observed frame satisfies this condition.
A different solution is to rely on a positive model of behavior that fully

specifies the mapping from decision makers’ preferences to their (po-
tentially suboptimal) behavior (Rubinstein and Salant 2012). Inverting
the model allows one to recover preferences from the decision makers’
observed choices. However, in many cases the resulting welfare conclu-
sions are sensitive to the researcher’s choice between competing positive
models that are difficult to distinguish observationally. In some cases,
even a fully specified behavioral model is insufficient to recover prefer-
ences from choice data (Benkert and Netzer 2018).
We contribute to this literature by developing a framework for prefer-

ence identification that strikes a middle ground between these ap-
proaches. Relative to Bernheim and Rangel (2009), our approach re-
quires additional structure, but the payoff to that additional structure
is significant: one can apply our results to the realistic class of settings
in which individual decision makers are observed under only one frame
and in which the researcher is not confident that any one of the observed
frames induces all decision makers to choose optimally. Relative to impos-
ing a specific behavioral model, an advantage of our framework is its gen-
erality: our central behavioral assumptions—that consistent decisionmak-
ers choose optimally and frame monotonicity—hold under a wide range
of models for why framing effects occur. Consequently, our approach can
recover the preferences of the consistent decision makers, as well as
bounds on population preferences, while remaining reasonably agnostic
about the precise underlying model that generates the observed framing
effect. In contrast, point-identifying population preferences requires pin-
ning down the relationship between preferences and consistency and, im-
plicitly, restricting the behavioral model that governs which decision mak-
ers are sensitive to the frame. We develop empirical tools to shed light on
this relationship under a range of assumptions about the available data
and the underlying behavioral model. Finally, our framework comple-
ments model-based approaches by making transparent the role the mod-
el’s assumptions play in identification: within a broad class of models, dis-
tinguishing between behavioral and functional form assumptions matters
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only to the extent that the assumptions offer conflictingpredictions for the
relationship between preferences and consistency.2

We illustrate our framework using data on participation in an employer-
sponsored pension plan under two different default enrollment regimes.
We show how the preference information that can be recovered from the
data depends on the strength of the assumptions the researcher is willing
to impose. Under relatively weak assumptions, we find that a sizablemajor-
ity of the consistent employees prefer enrollment. We also document a
strong positive relationship between employees’ sensitivity to framing ef-
fects (opt-in vs. opt-out enrollment) and their preferences for enrollment
in the plan. We conclude that under plausible assumptions, the data im-
ply that a majority of employees prefer participation in the pension plan
but that there is significant heterogeneity. For example, employees who
are likely to leave the firm within 2 years disproportionately prefer not to
participate.
Focusing on binary choices and binary frames highlights the identifi-

cation challenge through the lens of the potential outcomes framework
commonly used in the program-evaluation literature (Angrist, Imbens,
and Rubin 1996),3 but the intuition we develop is useful outside of this
setting as well, as we illustrate in an extension. We also describe how the
preference information identified by our approach can be combined
with price variation to estimate traditional measures of cardinal welfare.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section I presents our notation and

main assumptions. Section II presents results relating to the preferences
of the consistent decision makers. Section III presents results relating to
the full population. Section IV illustrates our identification results, using
data on defaults and enrollment into employer-provided pension plans.
Section V describes how the preference information we recover can be
combined with price variation to derive conventional measures of car-
dinal welfare. The appendix (available online) contains proofs of prop-
ositions; derivations of standard errors; additional results relating to
decision-quality instrument extrapolation; supplementary material relating
to the empirical application; and generalizations relating to nonbinary
2 We also contribute to a strand of literature that uses the preferences of a reference
group of decision makers (whose choices are assumed to be optimal) as a guide to the rest
of the population. In previous work, the reference group consists of experts, identified on
the basis of information about experience, occupation, or familiarity with the subject mat-
ter (Bronnenberg et al. 2015; Handel and Kolstad 2015; Johnson and Rehavi 2016). Our
contribution is to develop a method of applying this approach to settings characterized
by framing effects, in which no ex ante information is available to identify members of
the reference group. Rather, inclusion in the reference group (composed of the consistent
decision makers) emerges endogenously from observable decision-making behavior.

3 Unlike other applications of the potential outcomes framework of which we are aware,
our goal is not to identify the causal effects of one variable on another but rather to re-
move variation in observed choices due to framing effects, isolating the variation due to
preferences.
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frames, nonbinary menus, and settings in which decision makers’ assign-
ment to frames is nonrandom.
I. Formal Framework

A. Notation and Assumptions

Each decision maker i is observed to choose from a fixed menu S 5
f0, 1g under one of two possible frames Di ∈ f0, 1g.4 Let Yi(0) and Yi

(1) denote what i would choose under frames Di 5 0 and Di 5 1, re-
spectively. Decision makers have strict ordinal preferences over the
available options, with the most preferred option denoted by Y *

i ∈
f0, 1g. Each decision maker is characterized by a vector of random var-
iables ðYið0Þ, Yið1Þ, Di, Y *

i Þ, drawn from some underlying population dis-
tribution. For each i, the researcher observes the pair (Yi, Di), where
Yi 5 Yið1ÞDi 1 Yið0Þð1 2 DiÞ. The researcher does not observe Y *

i and
observes only one of Yi(0) and Yi(1), depending on the frame Di.
We denote mean choices among decision makers assigned to each

frame by �Y ð1Þ ; E ½YijDi 5 1� and �Y ð0Þ ; E ½Yi jDi 5 0�. Unless other-
wise noted, the operator E[⋅] denotes an expectation over the popula-
tion distribution of the random variable inside the square brackets
(which may be a function of primitive random variables). We assume
for exposition that these population moments are directly observable
to the researcher, deferring issues of finite-sample statistical inference
to the appendix. Without loss of generality, �Y ð1Þ ≥ �Y ð0Þ. To illustrate
the notation with the privacy example from the introduction, let Yi indi-
cate whether i allows a company to use her data, Di 5 1 indicate the opt-
out regime, and Di 5 0 indicate the opt-in regime, so that �Y ð1Þ 5 0:65
and �Y ð0Þ 5 0:40.
Decision makers either choose consistently or choose in a way that is

sensitive to the frame. We denote consistency by Ci 5 IfYið0Þ 5 Yið1Þg.
Because each decision maker is observed under one frame, Ci is not ob-
served. We assume that the fraction of consistent decision makers is
strictly positive, E ½Ci� > 0.
Four assumptions (A1–A4) form the core of our analysis.
Assumption A1 (Frame separability). For all i, Y *

i does not depend
on D.
Frame separability is an assumption about the content of decision

makers’ preferences. It is implicit in the above notation because we do
not index Y *

i by Di—otherwise, individuals would have two random var-
iables for Y *

i (one for each frame). Assumption A1’s role is to define
which features of the decision-making environment are treated as a
4 Because the menu is constant across decision makers, our notation conditions on it im-
plicitly. The appendix considers generalizations to nonbinary menus and nonbinary frames.
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frame.5 Features of a decision that affect choice but are relevant to deci-
sion makers’ preferences over the available options are not frames. For
example, if a decision maker chooses hot chocolate from {hot chocolate,
ice cream} under D 5 0 and ice cream from {hot chocolate, ice cream}
under D 5 1, there would be no framing effect if D indicates whether
the season is winter or summer. Importantly, frame separability does
not require decision makers to be irrational; a feature of the environ-
ment that imposes a cognitive cost for selecting one of the options would
constitute a frame, as long as it did not also affect decision makers’ pref-
erence for ending up with one option or the other.6

The remaining assumptions concern the distribution of ðYið0Þ, Yið1Þ,
Di , Y *

i Þ in the population.
Assumption A2 (Frame exogeneity). ðYið0Þ, Yið1Þ, Y *

i Þ ? Di .
Frame exogeneity is an assumption about the data-generating process

by which decision makers are assigned to frames. The assumption en-
sures that differences in observed choices under different frames are
due to the effect of the frames, rather than to differences in the compo-
sition of decision makers observed under each frame. Frame exogeneity
is guaranteed when decision makers are randomly assigned to frames.7

We now turn to the link between choices and preferences. The stan-
dard revealed-preferences approach is to infer decision makers’ prefer-
ences directly from their choices.
RPA (Revealed-preferences assumption). For all i, Y *

i 5 Yi .
In our setting, a framing effect occurs when assumptions A1 and A2

are satisfied and one observes �Y ð1Þ ≠ �Y ð0Þ. By definition, framing effects
violate the RPA. This is because assumption A2 implies �Y ð0Þ 5 E ½Yið0Þ�
and �Y ð1Þ 5 E ½Yið1Þ�, and E ½Yið0Þ� ≠ E ½Yið1Þ� implies Yið1Þ ≠ Yið0Þ for
some subset of decision makers. But for any such decision maker, as-
sumption A1 and the RPA imply Yið1Þ 5 Y *

i 5 Yið0Þ, yielding a contra-
diction. The next assumption weakens the RPA to accommodate choice
data in which framing effects are present.
Assumption A3 (Consistency principle). For all i, Ci 5 1 ⇒ Yi 5 Y *

i .
Under the consistency principle, preferences are guaranteed to be re-

vealed by choices only for decision makers who choose consistently
across frames. Because consistency is a function of Yi(0) and Yi(1), the as-
sumption constrains the joint distributions of Yi(0), Yi(1), and Y *

i . The
consistency principle weakens the RPA by the minimum necessary to ac-
commodate an apparent framing effect. In the online-privacy example
5 This assumption is explicit in Salant and Rubinstein (2008) and implicit in Bernheim
and Rangel (2009), who require it for determining when two potentially conflicting choice
situations differ in terms of the frame or in terms of the available menu items. In this sense,
frame separability is the property that distinguishes variation in frames from variation in
menu items.

6 For a discussion of related issues, see Bernheim and Taubinsky (2018).
7 The appendix considers several generalizations in which frame exogeneity is relaxed.
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described above, the assumption implies that a customer who would
choose to keep her data private under both the opt-in and opt-out frames
does in fact prefer that her data be kept private. Like the RPA, the as-
sumption fails when decision makers suffer from biases that cause them
to make the same mistake under every frame in which they are observed.
The following monotonicity assumption permits us to recover aggre-

gate information about consistency even though Ci is not observable at
the individual level.
Assumption A4 (Frame monotonicity). For all i, Yið1Þ ≥ Yið0Þ.
Frame monotonicity requires that when a frame affects choice, it does

so in the same direction for each affected decision maker. It thus con-
strains the joint distribution of Yi(0) and Yi(1). In the online-privacy ex-
ample, frame monotonicity fails if some customers choose to allow ac-
cess to their data if and only if doing so is not the default. Much of
our discussion will assume frame monotonicity, but we also derive partial
identification results for settings in which it fails.
B. Examples of Framing Effects

The following are examples of behavioral models that might generate a
particular observed framing effect.
1. Example 1: Default Effects

Our running example will concern default effects. The frame, D ∈ S, en-
codes which option is the default. Decision makers choose according to
their (fixed) preferences ui(Y ) over a subset Gi ⊆ S of options that they
consider (as inMasatlioglu, Nakajima, andOzbay 2012). Decisionmakers
can be either active or passive. When active, decision makers consider
both options, GiðDÞ 5 S. When passive, they consider only the option
that is the default, GiðDÞ 5 D. Because ui does not depend on the default,
frame separability is satisfied. To see that the consistency principle holds,
suppose that some individual i chooses the same option under both de-
faults, Yið0Þ 5 Yið1Þ 5 1. Because i chooses 1 under D 5 0, we know that
1 ∈ Gið0Þ and therefore that i is active under D 5 0, with uið1Þ > uið0Þ. To
see that frame monotonicity holds, suppose that Yið0Þ 5 1 (when
Yið0Þ 5 0, the condition holds trivially). As above, Yið0Þ 5 1 implies that
i is active under D 5 0 and prefers option 1. Because 1 ∈ Gið1Þ as well, we
know that Yið1Þ 5 1. Hence, Yið1Þ ≥ Yið0Þ.
2. Example 2: Time Inconsistency

At date t, decision makers choose between receiving some amount y0 at
date t 1 k or some other amount y1 > y0 at date t 1 k 1 1. As in Laibson
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(1997), individuals choose according to the following behavioral utility
function: ~uit 5 uðztÞ 1 bio∞

k51d
t
iuðzt1kÞ, where zt is total income at time t,

bi ≤ 1, and dti < 1 8 t. The frame denotes whether k 5 0 (D 5 0) or
k > 0 (D 5 1). Assuming that the amounts in y0 and y1 are small relative
to background income, it is straightforward to show that when D 5 0, i
chooses y1 iff y0=y1 < bidi and that when D 5 1, i chooses y1 iff y0=y1 < di.
Welfare can be evaluated according to either bid

t
i (the short-term view)

or dti (the long-term view; Bernheim 2009). In either case, it is straight-
forward to verify that the consistency principle holds and that frame
monotonicity holds as long as bi ≤ 1 for all i. In addition, frame separa-
bility holds as long as the welfare-relevant discount rate does not vary
within an individual on the basis of the time the decision is made (as it
would under ~uit).
3. Example 3: Bias Unrelated to Observed Framing Effect

Consider a setting that involves both default effects and present bias. As
above, decision makers choose between y0 at date t 1 k and y1 > y0 at
date t 1 k 1 1, but now either y0 or y1 is set to be the default. Welfare
is given by uit 5 uðztÞ 1 o∞

k51d
t
iuðzt1kÞ. As in example 1, some decision

makers are passive and choose whichever option is set as the default.
The other decision makers are active (but present biased) and choose
according to ~uit 5 uðztÞ 1 bio∞

k51d
t
iuðzt1kÞ. Choices are observed only at

k 5 0. The consistency principle fails here because the decision makers
who are consistent with respect to the default are present biased: an ac-
tive decision maker chooses y1 if y0=y1 < bidi but prefers y1 if y0=y1 < di .
Hence, some of those who consistently select y0 would actually prefer
y1. This example highlights that our framework can recover preferences
only when any mistakes are due to an observed framing effect. In settings
where a bias is present but no inconsistency is observed, our approach
(like traditional revealed-preference analysis) would incorrectly infer pref-
erences from consistent choices. If choices were observed under each
frame and also under both k 5 0 and k > 0, one could apply our ap-
proach to first eliminate the framing effect at each value of k and then
to use those results to estimate the behavioral parameters b and d.
II. Identifying Consistent Preferences

We initially focus on the consistent decision makers—that is, those
whose behavior is not affected by the frame. Recovering the preferences
of this group would be trivial if decision makers were observed under
both frames; in that case, an observer could identify which decision mak-
ers were consistent and, using the consistency principle, which options
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the consistent decision makers preferred. However, many real-world
data sets do not have this property, and even when they do, the order
in which decision makers are exposed to frames may itself affect behav-
ior (LeBoeuf and Shafir 2003). The following proposition provides con-
ditions for the identification of consistent decision makers’ preferences
when each decision maker is observed under a single frame.
Proposition 1. Let �YC ; �Y ð0Þ=ð�Y ð0Þ 1 1 2 �Y ð1ÞÞ.

1.1. Under assumptions A1–A4, E ½Y *
i jCi 5 1� 5 �YC.

1.2. Under assumptions A1–A3, �YC ≥ 1=2 ⇒ �YC ≤ E ½Y *
i jCi 5 1� ≤ 1,

and �YC ≤ 1=2 ⇒ 0 ≤ E ½Y *
i jCi 5 1� ≤ �YC. These bounds are sharp

under the stated assumptions.
Proposition 1.1 follows from the insight that, under frame monotonic-
ity, only consistent decision makers choose against the frame (i.e., they
choose Yið0Þ 5 1 or Yið1Þ 5 0). Frame exogeneity guarantees that the
assignment of individuals to frames is uncorrelated with preferences
or consistency, which means that we can treat the set of decision makers
choosing against the frame as a representative sample of all consistent
choosers. In turn, the consistency principle ensures that the observed
choices of this group reveal this group’s preferences. As a result, the de-
nominator of �YC measures the fraction of decision makers who are con-
sistent and the numerator measures the subset of that group with
Y *

i 5 1. A formal proof of proposition 1.1, and of further results, is con-
tained in the appendix.
Proposition 1.2 provides a partial identification result that is robust to

failures of frame monotonicity. Borrowing terminology from Angrist,
Imbens, and Rubin (1996), define frame defiers as the subset of inconsistent
decision makers who select Yið0Þ 5 1 and Yið1Þ 5 0. Frame defiers would
be misclassified as consistent by the logic underlying proposition 1.1. To
understand the intuition behind the proof, note that a decision maker
who chooses against a framemay be either consistent or a frame defier. Be-
cause frame defiers are assigned to the two different frames in equal pro-
portions (by frame exogeneity), proposition 1.1 will classify half of the
frame defiers as consistently choosing Yi 5 1 and half as consistently
choosing Yi 5 0. Ignoring the presence of frame defiers therefore biases
�YC toward 1/2.
The reasoning behind proposition 1 is further illustrated in table 1,

which applies the result to theonline-privacy example from the introduction.
The preference information recovered by proposition 1 is important

for several reasons. First, if one’s philosophical starting point is that in-
consistent decision makers lack normatively relevant preferences (see
Fischhoff 1991), then proposition 1 is the end point of the analysis; it iso-
lates the normatively relevant parameter from the noise induced by the
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frames.8 Second, when population preferences are known—what Bern-
heim and Rangel (2009) refer to as a “refinement”—proposition 1 can
be used in conjunction with that information to recover the preferences
of the inconsistent decision makers.9 The preferences of this group can
be an input into welfare calculations (see sec. V) but are not directly re-
vealed under a refinement. Finally, the preferences of the consistent de-
cision makers may be used to recover the preferences of the remainder
of the population by accounting for selection into the consistent sub-
population, which is our focus in the next section.
III. Identifying Population Preferences

This section develops several methods for using the preferences of the
consistent decision makers to shed light on the rest of the population.
To frame the problem, one can use the law of iterated expectations to
write

E ½Y *
i � 5 E ½Ci�E ½Y *

i Ci 5 1� 1 1 2 E ½Ci�ð ÞE ½Y *
i

�� ��Ci 5 0�: (1)

From proposition 1.1, E[Ci] and E ½Y *
i jCi 5 1� are identified under as-

sumptions A1–A4, but E ½Y *
i jCi 5 0� is entirely unrestricted. Conse-

quently, the formal challenge in recovering E ½Y *
i � is the same as the
TABLE 1
Illustration of Proposition 1

Choose Not to Enroll, Opt-
In Regime, Yi(0) 5 0

Choose to Enroll, Opt-In
Regime, Yi(0) 5 1

Choose not to enroll, opt-out
regime, Yi(1) 5 0 .35 .00

Choose not to enroll, opt-out
regime, Yi(1) 5 1 .25 .40

Fraction consistent E ½Ci � 5 0:4 1 0:35 5 0:75
Fraction of consistent decision
makers preferring option 1 E ½Y *

i jCi 5 1� 5 �YC 5 0:40=ð0:4 1 0:35Þ ≈ 0:53
Bounds on consistent prefer-
ences, without assumption A4 0:53 ≤ E ½Y *

i jCi 5 1� ≤ 1
8 For example, suppose that the
the question wording. It is straigh
across two options biases the avera
if the referendum requires a super
choices of the consistent voters ma

9 Formally, when E ½Y *
i � is known

E ½Y *
i jCi 5 0� 5 ðE ½Y *

i � 2 E ½Y *
i jCi 5
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standard sample-selection problem that arises in the program-evaluation
literature (Manski 1989).10 Specifically, when selection into the consis-
tent subpopulation is nonrandom, the preferences of that group can
yield a biased estimate for the preferences of the population:11

E ½Y *
i � 5 E ½Y *

i jCi 5 1� 2 1

E ½Ci�CovðY
*
i , CiÞ: (2)

However, when susceptibility to the frame is uncorrelated with prefer-
ences—a condition we refer to as consistency independence—equation (2)
highlights that E ½Y *

i � 5 E ½Y *
i jCi 5 1�. In that case, proposition 1 permits

identification of population preferences without further adjustments.
More generally, equation (2) shows that under assumptions A1–A4, re-
covering the covariance between preferences and consistency is equiva-
lent to identifying the ordinal preferences of the population; the partic-
ulars of the behavioral model matter only to the extent that they shape
this relationship.
The nature of the selection in equations (1) and (2) depends on the

model determining which agents are consistent. To illustrate, consider
the following two potential models for default effects, both of which are
nested by the default effects example in section I.
1. Decision-Making Types Model of Default Effects

Suppose that sensitivity to the default is an innate characteristic or influ-
enced by factors such as education or prior experience that are exoge-
nous to the specific choice being considered (as in Chetty et al. 2014).
The distribution of active types depends on the following statisticalmodel:
Ci 5 1 ⇔ ~Ci ≥ 0, ~Ci 5 bCvCi 1 hC

i , where v
C
i denotes the vector of individ-

ual characteristics that determine whether one is active and hC
i denotes

idiosyncratic variation across individuals. Similarly, Y *
i 5 1 ⇔ ~Yi ≥ 0,

~Yi 5 bY vYi 1 hY
i , where v

Y
i denotes the vector of characteristics that deter-

mine ordinal preference and hY
i denotes idiosyncratic variation.12 As-

sume that hC
i and hY

i are independent of the other random variables in
the model and of each other. We then have CovðY *

i , CiÞ 5 pðeYi > 0; eCi >
0Þ 2 pðeYi > 0ÞpðeCi > 0Þ. Consistency independence fails if vCi and vYi con-
tain common characteristics or characteristics that are correlated in the
population of decision makers.
10 One important difference is that in the typical sample-selection context, the researcher
can identify which units have been selected into the sample and which have not. In contrast,
consistency is unobservable in our setup.

11 Equation (2) follows from the definitions of covariance and conditional expectation.
12 Note that someof the characteristics contained in vYi and v

C
i are potentially unobservable.
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2. Bounded-Rationality Model of Default Effects

Suppose instead that variation in consistency is driven in part by the util-
ity stakes of the choice at hand. Decision makers must incur a cognitive
cost, gi ≥ 0, to choose actively and consider an option that is not the de-
fault. Decision makers first choose whether to be active or passive and
then choose from the options they consider. We assume that decision
makers know which option is the default at the time they make both
of these decisions. Let Dui 5 uið1Þ 2 uið0Þ, and let FD(⋅) denote its cumu-
lative distribution over the population of decision makers. Consistency is
determined by the net benefit to i of choosing her most preferred option
when that option is not the default, ~Ci 5 jDui j 2 gi , and we let F~Cð�Þ de-
scribe its cumulative distribution. Decision makers are active iff ~Ci > 0,
so the fraction of consistent decision makers in the population is given
by E ½Ci � 5 1 2 F~Cð0Þ. Similarly, the fraction with Y *

i 5 1 is given by
E ½Y *

i � 5 1 2 FDð0Þ. One can then derive the relationship between pref-
erences and consistency as CovðY *

i , CiÞ 5 ð1 2 FDð0ÞÞðF~Cð0Þ2F~C jDu>0ð0ÞÞ.13
Setting aside the trivial case in which preferences are uniform, consis-
tency independence requires F~Cð0Þ 5 F~C jDu>0ð0Þ. This would obtain, for
instance, when the forgone utility from following a nonoptimal default
is symmetric across agents with opposite ordinal preferences. Intuitively,
the identification challenge in this model is that consistency depends on
the “stakes” of the decision, and empirically, the stakes may differ among
decision makers with different ordinal preferences. When this source of
variation is unimportant relative to decision-maker characteristics in ex-
plaining consistency, as would be the case when the variance of jDui j is neg-
ligible relative to the variance in gi, this model approximates the decision-
making types model described above (see also app. fig. 3).
Note that in this example we assume that the decision maker knows

Dui with certainty (see also Conlisk 1996). One could alternatively sup-
pose that the individual decides whether to choose actively on the basis
of whether the expected net benefit of doing so exceeds the cost. As it is
nested by the general model of default effects presented in example 1 of
section I.B, such a model would not violate our core assumptions. The
model imposes a similar set of challenges for extrapolation to popula-
tion preferences as the model with certainty. We discuss additional nu-
ance introduced by this type of model in appendix A.
These examples illustrate that consistency independence is likely to

fail in many applications. The remainder of this section proposes a range
of empirical methods for shedding light on the relationship between
preferences and consistency.
13 The derivation follows from the definition of covariance, CovðY *
i , CiÞ 5 E ½Y *

i Ci �2
E ½Y *

i �E ½Ci �, the expressions for E ½Y *
i � and E[Ci], and the fact that E ½Y *

i Ci � 5
E ½Y *

i �E ½Ci jY *
i 5 1� 5 E ½Y *

i �ð1 2 FDð0ÞjY *
i 5 1Þ.
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A. Partial Identification

The following result clarifies the limits of what can be learned about
population preferences without the imposition of additional behavioral
assumptions.
Proposition 2.

2.1. Under assumptions A1–A4, E ½Y *
i � ∈ ½�Y ð0Þ, �Y ð1Þ�.

2.2. Under assumptions A1–A3, maxf�Y ð0Þ 2 ð1 2 �Y ð1ÞÞ, 0g ≤ E ½Y *� ≤
minf�Y ð0Þ 1 �Y ð1Þ, 1g. In addition, the bounds in propositions 2.1
and 2.2 are sharp under the stated assumptions.
The result in proposition 2.1 follows directly from the equivalence of
the standard sample-selection problem and our setting, once the as-
sumptions required for proposition 1 are imposed (Manski 1989). Intu-
itively, the fraction of the population that prefers an option lies between
the fraction choosing that option under each of the two frames. As a re-
sult, the bounds will be relatively informative when the fraction of incon-
sistent decision makers is small.
Without frame monotonicity, we obtain weaker, one-directional

bounds for population preferences. The result in proposition 2.2 follows
from substituting the partial identification results in proposition 1.2
into equation (1). In particular, E ½Y *

i jCi 5 1� and E[Ci] can be identified,
given information on the prevalence of frame defiers. Knowing that
E ½Y *

i jCi 5 1� ∈ ½0, 1� constrains the prevalence of frame defiers, which
then yields bounds on the value of E ½Y *

i �. The farther �Y ð0Þ is from
1 2 �Y ð1Þ, themore informative the boundswill be.14 Notably, when frame
monotonicity fails, proposition 2.2 shows that it is possible that amajority
of decision makers choose one option under both frames even though
the other option is preferred by a majority of all decision makers.

B. Adjusting for Observable Correlates of Consistency

A classic approach to overcoming selection problems is to condition on
observables. Such an approach is useful here when the correlation be-
tween preferences and consistency is driven by characteristics of decision
makers that are observable to the researcher.
Formally, suppose that decision makers exhibit a vector of observable

characteristics, denoted by random variable Xi ∈ X. Define �Y ðD, X Þ 5
E ½YiðDÞjDi 5 D, Xi 5 X � to be the cell-specific analogs to the population
14 When �Y ð0Þ 5 1 2 �Y ð1Þ, the bounds are entirely uninformative because the data do not
constrain the fraction of frame defiers, and as a result, we cannot rule out E ½Ci � 5 0. Conse-
quently, when �Y ð0Þ 5 1 2 �Y ð1Þ, any E ½Y *

i � ∈ ½0, 1� is feasible under assumptions A1–A3.
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means defined above. Define q(X) as the ratio of consistent decision
makers with Xi 5 X relative to all consistent decision makers,

qðX Þ 5
�Y ð0, X Þ 1 1 2 �Y ð1, X Þ

EXi
�Y ð0, XiÞ 1 1 2 �Y ð1, XiÞ½ � ,

where EXi
½�� is the expectation over the random variable Xi. We define s(X )

as the corresponding ratio for the inconsistent decision makers,

sðX Þ 5
�Y ð1, X Þ 2 �Y ð0, X Þ

EXi
½�Y ð1, XiÞ 2 �Y ð0, XiÞ� :

Finally, we assume that frame exogeneity holds, conditional on each
value of X.
Assumption A20 (Conditional frame exogeneity). For all X ∈ X,

ðYið1Þ, Yið0ÞÞ ? DijXi 5 X .
The identification strategy we propose in such settings is as follows: first,

estimate the preferences of consistent decision makers with a given set of
observable characteristics; second, extrapolate preferences from consis-
tent to inconsistent decision makers with the same observable characteris-
tics; and third, aggregate preferences across cells on the basis of estimated
distributions of characteristics in the full population or the subpopulation
of inconsistent decision makers. A barrier to employing this familiar ap-
proach in our context is that we cannot directly observe consistency. The
following lemma, analogous to Abadie (2003), provides conditions under
which the aggregate distribution of characteristics among the consistent
and inconsistent decision makers can nonetheless be identified.
Lemma 1. Under assumptions A1, A20, A3, and A4,

1.1. for any X, pðXi 5 X jCi 5 1Þ 5 qðX ÞpðXi 5 X Þ;
1.2. for any X, pðXi 5 X jCi 5 0Þ 5 sðX ÞpðXi 5 X Þ.
The next step in the identification strategy proceeds under the follow-
ing assumption.
Assumption A5 (Conditional consistency independence). For all in-

dividuals i and all observable characteristics X ∈ X, CovðY *
i , Ci jXi 5

X Þ 5 0:
Conditional consistency independence requires that consistent and

inconsistent decision makers with the same observable characteristics
have the same distribution of preferences. The assumption is analogous
to one commonly employed in the program-evaluation literature, that is,
that observationally equivalent individuals do not sort on the unob-
served gain to treatment (e.g., Angrist and Fernández-Val 2013). It is also
similar to the type of assumption that has been relied on in the line of
papers described in the introduction (e.g., Bronnenberg et al. 2015),
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in which the preferences of a reference group of experts is extrapolated
to the population.
Exploiting lemma 1, along with conditional consistency independence,

the following proposition formalizes the matching-on-observables identi-
fication strategy described above.
Proposition 3. Let �YCðX Þ 5 �Y ð0, X Þ=ð�Y ð0, X Þ 1 1 2 �Y ð1, X ÞÞ. Un-

der assumptions A1, A20, A3, A4, and A5,

3.1. E ½Y *
i � 5 EXi

½�YCðXiÞ�;
3.2. E ½Y *

i jCi 5 0� 5 EXi
½sðXiÞ�YCðXiÞ�.15
As with any matching-on-observables approach, the plausibility of this
approach will depend on the detail and nature of the observable charac-
teristics as well as the underlying positive model of behavior, as demon-
strated by the following two examples.
1. Decision-Making Types Model of Default Effects

As above, suppose that preferences and consistency in the population
are (respectively) characterized by latent index models ~Yi 5 bY vYi 1 hY

i

and ~Ci 5 bCvCi 1 hC
i , but that, unlike the case above, we now interpret

vYi and vCi to denote the vector of observable characteristics. Accordingly,
hY
i and hC

i denote the unobservable determinants of preferences and
consistency. Conditional consistency independence requires that hY

i

and hC
i are independent, conditional on vYi and vCi . For example, it could

be that highly educated customers are less likely to prefer that compa-
nies use their personal data and are more likely to choose consistently
across default regimes but that, conditional on education, preferences
and consistency are uncorrelated.
2. Bounded-Rationality Model of Default Effects

Let F~C jX ð�Þ denote the cumulative density of ~Ci after conditioning on
Xi 5 X . It is straightforward to show that conditional consistency inde-
pendence requires F~C jX ð0Þ 5 F~C jX ,Du>0ð0Þ for each X. This holds if the ob-
served characteristics absorb enough variation in jDuij and gi such that
the remaining, unobserved variation in consistency is uncorrelated with
ordinal preferences. For example, suppose that the set of observables is
rich enough to absorb variation in consistency associated with the utility
15 Replacing assumption A2 with assumption A20 in proposition 1.1 implies that
E ½Ci � 5 EXi

½�Y ð0, XiÞ 1 1 2 �Y ð1, XiÞ� and E ½Y *jCi 5 1� 5 EXi
½qðXiÞ�YC ðXiÞ�. Even when as-

sumption A2 is satisfied, this revised estimator for E[Ci] is preferable for applying propo-
sition 3 in finite samples, as a result of possible spurious correlation between the observ-
ables and the frame.
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stakes of the decision, Xi 5 Xj ⇒ jDui j 5 jDuj j for any two individuals i
and j. Conditional consistency independence would then hold if the re-
maining variation in opt-out costs is uncorrelated with the remaining
variation in ordinal preferences, a sufficient condition for which is that
the structural parameters of themodel are (conditionally) independently
distributed, ðgi ? DuiÞjXi 5 X . In contrast, when the (conditional) varia-
tion in consistency is driven by selection on the gains to choosing actively,
both consistency and ordinal preferences are driven by the same underly-
ing structural parameter (Dui); hence, onewouldnotexpect theirdistribu-
tions to be independent, except in special cases.16

C. Decision-Quality Instruments

When conditioning on observables does not yield a credible identifica-
tion strategy, researchers sometimes turn to instrumental variables de-
signs. Todevelop the analog to that strategy here, we introduce thenotion
of a decision-quality instrument, a component of the decision-making envi-
ronment that affects decisionmakers’ consistency but that is unrelated to
their preferences.17

Formally, the decision-quality instrument is a new random variable,
Zi ∈ f0, 1g. Choices can depend on both the frame and the instrument,
Yi(D, Z ), so there are now four potential outcomes. Each decision maker
chooses once under a single (D, Z ) combination. For each i, we observe
(Yi, Di, Zi), where Yi 5 YiðDi, ZiÞ. Consistency is defined at each value of
the instrument, CiðZ Þ 5 IfYið0, ZÞ 5 Yið1, Z Þg. We denote the fraction
of decision makers choosing Yi 5 1 under a given (D, Z ) combination
by �Y ðD, Z Þ ; E ½YiðDi, ZiÞjDi 5 D, Zi 5 Z �.
The following assumptions establish the type of variation that consti-

tutes a valid decision-quality instrument.
Assumption A200 (Exogeneity of D and Z ). ðYið0, 0Þ, Yið0, 1Þ, Yið1, 0Þ,

Yið1, 1ÞÞ ?ðDi, ZiÞ.
Assumption A6 (Decision-quality monotonicity). For all i, Cið1Þ ≥

Cið0Þ, and E ½Cið1Þ 2 Cið0Þ� > 0.
Assumption A7 (Decision-quality exclusion restriction). For all i, Y *

i

does not depend on Z.
Assumption A200 modifies frame exogeneity, which now requires both

Di and Zi to be uncorrelated with confounding factors. Assumption A6
16 A similar challenge arises in the program-evaluation context, when individuals select
into treatment on the basis of the gains from doing so, as in the Roy model.

17 A standard instrumental variable might be used to identify the effect of a treatment on
choice, say E ½Yið1Þ 2 Yið0Þ�, when assignment to frames is confounded with individuals’ po-
tential outcomes. In contrast, we propose to use exogenous variation in whether an indi-
vidual is consistent. In other words, we are “instrumenting” for C, not for D. To map our
prior results into this notation, one can interpret Yi(D) in previous sections as Yi(D, Z)
for some fixed value of Z.
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requires the effect of Z on consistency to be weakly monotonic for all de-
cision makers and strictly monotonic for some. Assumption A7 requires
that variation in the decision-making environment induced by Z be irrel-
evant from the perspective of decision makers’ preferences; it ensures
that Z affects behavior by altering consistency, not by changing which op-
tion decision makers prefer.18 Like frame separability, assumption A7
does not rule out variation in Z affecting welfare by altering the real costs
of choosing against the frame. Although generally untestable with the
type of data we assume, assumption A7 may be tested if one observes var-
iation in Z affecting choices in a setting without framing effects (in which
case the variation in Z should not affect behavior).
Variation in Z might arise from natural experiments or be induced by

researchers. For example, suppose that some decision makers were ran-
domly assigned to a treatment group aimed at manipulating their “cog-
nitive load”—such as by memorizing a 10-digit number—before making
the decision being studied. Such experimental designs could plausibly
manipulate decision makers’ susceptibility to a frame (e.g., Pocheptsova
et al. 2009) in ways that are unrelated to their preferences. Other exam-
ples of decision-quality instruments might include the time pressure for
making a decision, the cost of obtaining or processing information
about the available choices, the opportunity cost of cognitive resources
at the time of decision making, the intensity of the frame (e.g., the de-
gree to which one alternative is more salient than another), or the com-
plexity of the choice presented (as in Brown et al. 2017).
Proposition 4. Assume that assumptions A1, A3, and A4 hold at

each fixed value of Z and that assumptions A200, A6, and A7 hold. Then,

E Y *
i jCið1Þ > Cið0Þ

� �
5

�Y ð0, 1Þ 2 �Y ð0, 0Þ
�Y ð1, 0Þ 2 �Y ð0, 0Þ 2 �Y ð1, 1Þ 2 �Y ð0, 1Þð Þ :

Proposition 4 is best understood by analogy to the identification of a
local average treatment effect (LATE; see Imbens and Angrist 1994).
The monotonicity assumption (A7) permits us to divide the population
into three groups: the always consistent (Cið1Þ 5 Cið0Þ 5 1), the consis-
tency compliersCiðð1Þ 5 1; Cið0Þ 5 0Þ, and the never consistent (Cið1Þ 5
Cið0Þ 5 0). The denominator of the expression in proposition 4 mea-
sures the reduction in the size of the inconsistent subgroup as we move
from Z 5 0 to Z 5 1, which identifies the size of the consistency-compliers
group (the analog of the compliers in the standard LATE framework).
The expression in the numerator measures the change in the fraction
choosing Y 5 1 under D 5 0 as Z changes, which identifies the fraction
18 Like frame separability, assumption A7 is about whether Y *
i must be indexed by Z,

rather than a distributional assumption.
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of decisionmakers who are consistency compliers and prefer Y *
i 5 1. Di-

viding the latter by the former yields the fraction of the consistency com-
pliers with Y *

i 5 1. Table 2 further illustrates the intuition behind the
proposition by applying it to hypothetical data from the online-privacy
example first described in the introduction. The table highlights that
proposition 4 works by essentially applying proposition 1.1 separately
by values of Z and then identifying E ½Y *

i jCið1Þ > Cið0Þ� by comparing
E ½Y *

i jCið0Þ 5 1� to E ½Y *
i jCið1Þ 5 1�. Unlike conventional instrumental

variables analyses, the variable affected by a decision-quality instrument
(consistency) is not directly observable to the researcher. Consequently,
proposition 4 requires frame monotonicity in addition to the standard
instrumental variables monotonicity assumption (A6) in Imbens and
Angrist (1994). In addition, proposition 4 can be extended beyond bi-
nary instruments by applying the result to each pairwise combination of
Z values. Such variation allows the researcher to nonparametrically trace
out the relationship between consistency and preferences, similar to iden-
tification of marginal treatment effects in Heckman and Vytlacil (2007).
As with a standard instrument, the quantity identified by proposition 4

corresponds to a specific subgroup of the population—in our setting, it is
those whose sensitivity to the frame varies by Z. This quantity can be of
interest for several reasons. First, consider a government deciding which
value of Z to implement, for example, a regulator deciding how stream-
lined privacy controls should be. The solution to this problem trades
off the cost of selecting a value of Z that induces greater consistency
against the welfare gain from doing so. The latter depends on the prefer-
ences of the decision makers who choose consistently at one candidate
Z but not in another, which proposition 4 can be used to estimate. Sec-
ond, proposition 4 can shed light on the underlying behavioral model.
For a decision-quality instrument that affects present bias, for exam-
ple, the “long-run” view of welfare in the quasi-hyperbolic discounting
model described in section I predicts that all of the consistency compliers
will prefer to consume the larger amount at the later date. Estimating
E ½Y *

i jCið1Þ > Cið0Þ� can test this hypothesis. Finally, the relationship be-
tween the preferences identified by proposition 4 and the preferences
identified by proposition 1 can be extrapolated to shed light on the rela-
tionship between preferences and consistency for the full population.19

Because this extrapolation problem depends on the positive model
19 An interesting special case occurs when all decision makers are consistent under
Z 5 1, i.e., E ½Cið1Þ� 5 1. In this case, E ½Y *

i jCið1Þ 5 1� 5 E ½Y *�, so choices under Z 5 1
are a “refinement” in which the preferences of the full population are identified. Under
this condition, the estimand in proposition 4 is the preferences of the inconsistent choos-
ers at Z 5 0, E ½Y *

i jCið1Þ > Cið0Þ� 5 E ½Y *
i jCið0Þ 5 0�. Consequently, one can recover the

preferences of the population and of the inconsistent decision makers without further
extrapolation.
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generating the framing effects, we discuss it below in the context of our
running examples.
1. Decision-Making Types Model of Default Effects

In this model, a decision-quality instrument exploits variation that in-
duces a passive type to become active, or vice versa—for example, being
warned about the bias before making the decision. Incorporating the
decision-quality instrument into the statistical model yields ~Ci 5 bCvCi 1
dCi Zi 1 hC

i and ~Yi 5 bY vYi 1 dYi Zi 1 hY
i , where we now allow hC

i and hY
i to

have arbitrary correlation with each other to reflect unobserved determi-
nants of consistency and preferences. Note that assumption A6 corre-
sponds to dYi 5 0 8 i and assumption A7 corresponds to dCi ≥ 0 8 i
and dCi > 0 for some i. Proposition 4 sheds light on the relationship be-
tween hC

i and hY
i , which, depending on the functional form of their joint

distribution, can be used to recover the distribution of population pref-
erences in the spirit of Heckman (1979; see app. sec. C.1). Again, richer
variation in Z would allow one to identify the joint distribution of hC

i and
hY
i more flexibly; we describe one such approach in appendix section C.2.
2. Bounded-Rationality Model of Default Effects

In the bounded-rationality model, a natural source for decision-quality
instruments is variation in the distribution of costs associated with choos-
ing actively, gi. For example, such variation might make it easier or more
difficult to select the nondefault option, perhaps by simplifying the opt-
out process (expanding or reducing the number of forms to fill out or
the amount of red tape). Suppose that gi 5 g0i 2 dZi, where Zi is the bi-
nary decision-quality instrument and d > 0. In this case, the consistency
compliers are those with 2 d < jDuij 2 g0i < 0. Reducing g induces this
group to start choosing actively. Variation in Z thus provides information
on the distribution of Dui, FD. With a binary instrument, identifying E ½Y *

i �
requires imposing a functional form for FD. With more variation in Z, FD
can be estimated more flexibly. We provide additional detail in appendix
section C.3.
IV. Application to Automatic 401(k) Enrollment

In this section, we illustrate our framework with data on enrollment de-
cisions into employer-provided 401(k) pension plans. Such plans can ei-
ther be opt-in, so that new employees must actively enroll in the plan to
participate, or opt-out, so that new employees are enrolled by default. A
large body of research documents striking differences in enrollment and
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savings behavior between opt-in and opt-out plan designs (Madrian and
Shea 2001; Choi et al. 2006; Chetty et al. 2014). Unless employee saving
preferences depend on whether enrollment is the default, such findings
undermine the use of traditional revealed-preference analysis in this
setting. In contrast, our approach accounts for the observed framing ef-
fect to shed light on employee preferences.
A. Data

Our data come from the large health care and insurance firm studied in
Madrian and Shea (2001). The firm switched from an opt-in to an opt-
out enrollment policy in April 1998. Under the opt-out policy, passive
employees were automatically enrolled at a default contribution rate
of 3% of salary. Under both designs, the employer provided a 50%match
on employee contributions of up to 6%, and employee contributions
into the plan were capped at 15%.
We observe whether employee i enrolls in the plan (indicated by Yi)

and whether the default is opt-in (Di 5 0) or opt-out (Di 5 1) at the date
of hire. We also observe annual compensation, age, sex, and race for
each employee.20 The income, age, and racial composition of the firm’s
employees are typical of a large employer in the United States, although
the firm’s workforce is disproportionately female. Employer contribu-
tions vest in the pension after 2 years of employment. We refer readers
to Madrian and Shea (2001) for additional details regarding the data
and the change in plan design. As expected, participation is greater un-
der opt-out than under opt-in: �y0 5 0:491 and �y1 5 0:859 (we use lower-
case letters to denote estimated sample analogs to the population mo-
ments described in earlier sections).
B. Recovery of Consistent Preferences

Under assumptions A1–A4, proposition 1 allows us to identify the prefer-
ences of the consistent employees. Frame separability (assumption A1)
requires that preferences over plan participation do not depend on
whether the design is opt-in or opt-out. This seems likely to hold, as it
is difficult to imagine that an employee’s preferences over how much
to save depend on how her employer chooses to structure enrollment
into its sponsored retirement plan.21 Absent assumption A1, the behavior
20 For confidentiality purposes, we received binned data on compensation and age.
21 Enrollment preferences could depend on the default if employees are uncertain over

whether they should enroll in the plan and interpret the default as advice from their em-
ployer. However, employees in the firm we study who were not automatically enrolled did
not shift their 401(k) contributions to the default contribution rate that applied to auto-
matically enrolled employees, as would be expected if they acted on the default as advice
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observed byMadrian and Shea would not constitute a framing effect, and
standard revealed-preference analysis would suffice to recover employee
preferences.
Frame exogeneity (assumption A2) requires that an employee’s hire

date (within the window studied) be uncorrelated with whether she
chooses to participate under either plan design. This is the same assump-
tion required to identify the causal effect of the change in plan design on
participation;Madrian and Shea present suggestive evidence that it holds
by showing that the observable characteristics of employees hired before
and after the change in plan design are similar. Appendix table 1 repli-
cates that analysis for the modified sample we study; our results are quite
similar to theirs.
The consistency principle (assumption A3) requires that employees

who choose to participate in the plan under both the opt-out and opt-
in design actually prefer participation and, similarly, that employees
who choose nonparticipation under both designs prefer not to partici-
pate. In contrast, the standard revealed-preference assumption requires
that all employees—even those whose choices depend on the participa-
tion default—prefer the option that they choose. The consistency prin-
ciple will be violated if employees’ choices are characterized by biases
that manifest themselves across both frames; for example, if employees
who consistently choose not to enroll make that decision only because of
present bias.22 If employee participation decisions are biased for reasons
unrelated to automatic enrollment (the observed framing effect), fur-
ther deviations from revealed-preference analysis beyond the consistency
principle would be needed to accurately recover preferences.
Finally, frame monotonicity (assumption A4) requires that no employee

chooses to enroll when enrollment is opt-in but chooses not to enroll
when enrollment is opt-out. Frame monotonicity is not directly testable
without observing employees making repeated choices across multiple
frames, but it can be falsified if we observe a reduction in participation
rates under opt-out enrollment for any subgroup of employees. Appendix
figure 2 plots employee participation by frame, for each subgroup of em-
ployees we observe. For each group, participation is greater under opt-out
enrollment, consistent with frame monotonicity.
22 Not all forms of present bias would cause the consistency principle to fail. In the mod-
els of default sensitivity studied by Carroll et al. (2009) and Bernheim, Fradkin, and Popov
(2015), e.g., present bias causes individuals to procrastinate and stick with the default until
they make an active choice, at which time the amount they choose to save will be optimal.
Such behavior satisfies the consistency principle because those individuals who choose
consistently have selected their most preferred option.

(Carroll et al. 2009). Particularly in the 401(k) context, default effects being driven primar-
ily by trust in one’s employer would be surprising, given the countervailing incentives that
arise when pension plans have an employer match (Bubb and Warren 2020).
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Under assumptions A1–A4, proposition 1.1 point-identifies the prefer-
ences of the consistent decision makers for enrollment. Substituting the
estimated population moments into the definition of �YC in proposition 1
yields �yC 5 0:777, with a standard error of 0.006.23 Thus, under frame
monotonicity, of the 63.2% of employees whose enrollment decisions
are insensitive to the enrollment default, 77.6% prefer enrollment. With-
out frame monotonicity, proposition 1.2 implies that the fraction of con-
sistent employees who prefer enrollment is at least 77.6%. We therefore
conclude that a large majority of the consistent employees prefer to par-
ticipate in the plan.
C. Recovery of Population Preferences

Table 3 presents the conclusions about population preferences that can
be drawn from the data under assumptions of varying strength.With only
assumptions A1–A3 (col. 1), the answer is not much: proposition 2 im-
plies that one can rule out only values of E ½Y *

i � below 0.350. The scope
of this uncertainty is striking, given that nearly 50% of employees choose
to participate even when enrollment is opt-in. Adding frame monotonic-
ity (col. 2) allows us to tighten these bounds significantly, yielding 0:491 ≤
E ½Y *

i � ≤ 0:859. Thus, under assumptions A1–A4, an observer can con-
clude that at least a (near-)majority of employees prefer enrollment.
Determining how large a majority prefer enrollment requires under-

standing the relationship between employee preferences and consis-
tency. As a benchmark, consistency independence (col. 3) implies
E ½Y *

i jCi 5 1� 5 E ½Y *
i jCi 5 0�, so that E ½Y *

i � 5 0:777. To shed light on
the plausibility of this assumption in our data, figure 1 plots estimates
of E[Ci] and �YC for each demographic subgroup we observe. If consis-
tency independence was satisfied, we would expect the slope of this rela-
tionship to be flat. Instead, the figure suggests a strongly positive relation-
ship between preferences and consistency: groups with more consistent
employees are also more likely to contain more employees who prefer
participation. The slope of the estimated best-fit line is 0.78. Characteriz-
ing this result as a formal test of unconditional consistency independence
requires assuming conditional consistency independence. Even so, for (un-
conditional) consistency independence to hold, given this finding, it would
have to be the case that conditional consistency independence fails and
the within-subgroup correlation between preferences and consistency ex-
actly offsets the observed between-subgroup correlation. Because we see
little reason to expect this correlation to be positive between subgroups
23 Standard errors on �yC and other finite-sample statistics were obtained using the delta
method. See sec. B of the appendix for details. Because the standard errors may converge
slowly to their asymptotic limits, app. table 2 reports bootstrap-derived standard errors,
which may yield better approximations in finite samples.
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while being negative within subgroups, we treat this possibility as remote.
Hence, we interpret figure 1 as suggestive evidence against consistency
independence holding in our population.
Motivated by figure 1, an observer might feel comfortable imposing

that the relationship between consistency and preferences is positive for
the employees in our data, even without being confident about exactly
what the relationship is. Column 4 shows the implication of this assump-
tion for population preferences: 0:491 ≤ E ½Y *

i � ≤ 0:777; roughly speak-
ing, the assumption suggests that somewhere between one-half and three-
quarters of employees prefer enrollment. If the estimated slope in figure
1 had instead been negative, the resulting bounds would be even narrower:
0:777 ≤ E ½Y *

i � ≤ 0:859.
We next consider conditional consistency independence. In our set-

ting, this assumption requires that among employees with the same in-
come, age, gender, and race, preferences for enrollment are uncorre-
lated with consistency. As discussed in section III.B, this assumption is
likeliest to hold when the remaining variation in employees’ sensitivity
to the default is mostly driven by factors exogenous to the specific deci-
sion being considered. This can be satisfied in a types model of default
effects or a bounded-rationality model in which the characteristics we
observe capture most of the variation in preference intensity. In both
FIG. 1.—Consistency versus preference for enrollment in a 401(k) plan. Estimates are
based on calculations on data from Madrian and Shea (2001) provided to the authors.
Each point on the scatter plot consists of all workers with given values of compensation,
age, sex, and race. The fraction consistent and the fraction of consistent decision makers
preferring enrollment are calculated using the take-up rates before and after automatic en-
rollment in each cell. The size of the cell is proportional to the area of the circle. A color
version of this figure is available online.
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cases, the remaining variation in preferences must not be correlated
with unobserved variation in the “stickiness” of the default.24

Column 5 of table 3 presents the results of the matching analysis. We
estimate that the fraction of inconsistent employees preferring enroll-
ment is 70.8%—approximately 7 percentage points lower than the cor-
responding preferences for consistent employees. The difference in es-
timated preferences between the consistent and inconsistent employees
is statistically significant (p < :001). For the full population of employ-
ees, the analysis implies that 75.0% prefer enrollment.
Finally, recall that under a bounded-rationality model of defaults, con-

ditional consistency independence tends to fail when most of the re-
maining variation in consistency (after conditioning on observables) is
driven by unobserved variation in the utility “stakes” of the decision
across decision makers. Suppose that this is indeed the case and that de-
cision makers behave as described by the bounded-rationality model of
defaults developed above. We allow the cost of active choice to vary by
demographic group. Within each group, the distribution of utility gains
from enrollment are normally distributed. Thus, gi 5 gX and FDjX ðDuiÞ ∼
N ðmX , j2

X Þ for all i such that Xi 5 X , where Xi denotes i’s group. Note that
this setup represents the extreme case in which conditional consistency
independence fails, since, by assumption, all of the remaining variation
in consistency is driven by the stakes of the decision, FDuiF.25 Within each
group, observing the fraction of consistent decisionmakers and the pref-
erences of that group allow us to identify mX=jX and gX=jX , which, in
turn, allow us to recover the preferences of the inconsistent employees
within the group. Finally, aggregating the group-specific preferences us-
ing the prevalence of each group in the population (or, using the weights
24 For example, if cognitive ability was positively correlated with both consistency and
preferences among employees of the same age, gender, race, and income, our results
would yield an upwardly biased estimate for the preferences of the inconsistent employees.
The bias in the matching estimator is given by E ½Y *

i � 2 EX ½�YCðXiÞ� 5 EXi ½CovðY *
i , Ci jX 5

XiÞ=E ½Ci jX 5 Xi ��. With the right data, one could attempt to recover population prefer-
ences by exploiting a decision-quality instrument. For example, one might randomly as-
sign certain employees to a streamlined process for actively choosing a plan or financial
counseling services to help determine whether 401(k) participation is consistent with
the employee’s goals for saving and retirement.

25 In the appendix, we consider the case in which g follows a lognormal distribution.
Appendix fig. 3 illustrates how different assumptions about the relative variance between
g and Du imply different conclusions about population preferences. When the variance of
g is relatively small, estimated population preferences approach the case in which g is ho-
mogeneous and all the variation in consistency is driven by Du. In contrast, when the var-
iance of g is relatively large, variation in consistency is driven primarily by variation in that
term. And because the model assumes that g and Dui are independently distributed, esti-
mated population preferences in this case approach the estimates one obtains from assum-
ing consistency independence. Consequently, one can interpret cols. 3 and 6 as two extreme
forms of a bounded-rationality model in which the distribution of structural parameters can
vary by observable group membership.
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in lemma 1, the prevalence of each group among the inconsistent deci-
sion makers) allows us to recover population preferences and prefer-
ences among the inconsistent employees.
The results of this analysis are reported in column 6 of table 3. Be-

cause assumptions A1–A4 are satisfied by this model of behavior, our es-
timate for the preferences of the consistent employees is the same as in
the other columns. In contrast, this model suggests that just 56% of the
inconsistent employees prefer enrollment. Combining the consistent
and inconsistent employees, we estimate that the fraction of the popula-
tion preferring enrollment is approximately 69%. From this, we con-
clude that a literal application of conditional consistency independence
is not necessary for obtaining the result that consistent employees prefer
enrollment at a higher rate than do inconsistent employees.
To better understand why we estimate a positive relationship between

enrollment preferences and consistency among the employees in our
data, it is useful to investigate how differences in preferences and consis-
tency relate to employee characteristics. Although we cannot directly ob-
serve either preferences or consistency for individual employees, the
results in section III.B allow us to investigate differences based on em-
ployees’ observable characteristics. We estimate a regression of the form

E ½YijD, X � 5 a0 1 a1D 1 X 0b0 1 X 0b1D, (3)

where Y and D are defined as above and X is a vector of employee char-
acteristics. Applying proposition 1 (conditional on a given realization of
X ) implies that

E ½CijXi 5 X � 5 1 2 a1 2 X 0b1, (4)

E ½Y *
i jCi 5 1, Xi 5 X � 5 a0 1 X 0b0

1 2 a1 2 X 0b1

: (5)

The results of the analysis are reported in table 4. We find that both
consistency and the preferences of consistent choosers vary systematically
by employee characteristics. Variation in consistency is strongly related to
variation in compensation, with those in the highest compensation bin
(annual income over $50,000) 40% more likely to choose consistently
than those in the lowest bin (annual income less than $20,000) and
41%more likely to prefer enrollment. After income is controlled for, pref-
erences for enrollment, but not consistency, also vary by age, race, and
gender. These findings are consistent with the nonparametric evidence
of a positive relationship between consistency and consistent preferences
in figure 1.
Table 4 shows that preferences for 401(k) participation are lowest

among young and low-income employees (e.g., in all four groups with
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employees below age 30 and salary below $20,000, we estimate that a ma-
jority prefer nonparticipation). One explanation could be that younger
and lower-income employees are more susceptible to present bias, so
that the consistency principle (assumption A3) is more strongly violated
for them than for other groups. The preferences revealed by consistent
choices would then still contain some bias, as in example 3 of section I.
Alternatively, it could be that these employees expect their tenure at the
firm to be too short for the employer matching contribution to vest, in
which case even a modest preference for liquidity could lead to a prefer-
ence for nonenrollment. Figure 2 investigates this hypothesis by plotting
preferences for enrollment by demographic group against the fraction
of the group remaining at the firm 2 years from the date of hire—the
time at which the 50% employer matching contribution vests. The ob-
served relationship is strong and positive. In addition, the best-fit line
for the group-level regression has an R2 of over 90%, suggesting that
our estimated preferences are a strong predictor of ultimate tenure at
TABLE 4
Consistency and Preference by Observable Characteristics

Consistency
(1)

Consistent Preferences
(2)

Compensation:
$20,000–$29,000 .123*** .197***

(.028) (.032)
$30,000–$39,000 .218*** .319***

(.033) (.033)
$40,000–$49,000 .267*** .368***

(.035) (.034)
>$50,000 .398*** .407***

(.034) (.033)
Age:
30–39 years 2.033 .008

(.022) (.017)
40–64 years .025 .068***

(.023) (.017)
White 2.015 .087***

(.021) (.016)
Male .003 2.059***

(.021) (.017)
Observations 9,887 9,887
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Note.—Estimates are based on eqq. (3)–(5), using disaggregated data from Madrian
and Shea (2001) provided to the authors. The left-out groups for each demographic char-
acteristic are (1) employees with compensation less than $20,000, (2) employees with age
less than 30 years, (3) nonwhite employees, and (4) female employees. Column 1 examines
the conditional probability that an employee is consistent. Column 2 examines the condi-
tional probability that a consistent chooser prefers enrollment, holding other character-
istics constant. Standard errors, calculated using the delta method, are reported in
parentheses.
*** p < .01.
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the firm for most groups. This evidence is reassuring, as it is consistent
with the hypothesis that the preference information recovered by our
analysis is driven by rational differences in employee expectations, rather
than simply reflecting unobserved biases.
D. Discussion

The above results illustrate how researchers can use our proposed frame-
work to recover more credible estimates of preference information than
what would otherwise be available. Using the type of data that is already
routinely collected, we show how the preference information that can be
learned depends on the strength of the assumptions an observer is
willing to impose. A central virtue of this approach is its transparency—
researchers who rely from the start of their analysis on a specific behav-
ioral model often implicitly impose assumptions A1–A4 in addition to
FIG. 2.—Retention rates and preferences for enrollment. Estimates are based on calcu-
lations on data from Madrian and Shea (2001) provided to the authors. We plot the reten-
tion rate at 24 months against the fraction preferring enrollment, for each observable
group. Each point on the bubble scatter plot consists of all workers with given values of
compensation, age, and sex. The size of the cell is proportional to the area of the circle.
Our interpretation of the figure assumes conditional consistency independence; without
this assumption, the x-axis can be interpreted as the fraction of consistent choosers prefer-
ring enrollment. Because of additional sample size restrictions necessary to study retention
rates, we do not include race as a covariate. Earlier matching results are similar without us-
ing race as a covariate. Data on retention are calculated using captures of the relevant data
at specific dates roughly 6 months apart. An employee is counted as retained in a month if
he or she is still at the firm as of the most recent date of observation. Results are similar
using retention at 12 or 18 months. A color version of this figure is available online.
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some relationship between preferences and consistency. Thus, even if one
ends up relying on a specific behavioral model, our approach highlights
how the assumptions of the model contribute to identification—that is,
how they narrow the identification region relative to weaker assumptions,
such as assumptions A1–A4 alone.
In the specific application we study, our results show that under rela-

tively weak assumptions (A1–A4), the vast majority (78%) of consistent
employees at the firm we study prefer 401(k) enrollment, as do between
49% and 86% of all employees. Adding an assumption about the direc-
tion of the relationship between preferences and consistency based on
the nonparametric evidence in figure 1 allows one to narrow these
bounds to conclude that the fraction of all employees preferring enroll-
ment is somewhere between 49% and 78%. Imposing a stronger, but still
plausible, assumption in the form of conditional consistency indepen-
dence allows one to point-estimate the fraction of employees preferring
enrollment at 74%. Alternatively, one can pin down the relationship be-
tween preferences and consistency by imposing a specific behavioral
model; the one we consider yields a lower estimate of population prefer-
ences (69%) but agrees with our matching estimator that the inconsis-
tent employees tend to prefer enrollment at a lower rate than the consis-
tent employees.
V. Cardinal Welfare Metrics and Price Variation

Thus far, we have focused exclusively on the identification of ordinal
preferences, the object directly identified by conventional revealed-
preference analysis. In this section, we consider how the preference in-
formation recovered by our approach relates to standard money-metric
welfare measures. As is the case without framing effects, constructing
these welfare measures requires observing variation in the relative price
of the available options.
Let p ∈ R denote the price of option 1 relative to option 0. We assume

that the fraction of individuals choosing option 1 is observed (or can be
estimated) at any price p and under each frame D ∈ f0, 1g, and we de-
note it �Y ðp, DÞ 5 E ½Yiðp, DÞ�.
Holding price fixed, this model is isomorphic to the main model con-

sidered above. Our identifying assumptions have simple analogs here,
supposing that they hold at any fixed price. In that case, the results we
describe can be used to identify E ½Y *

i ðpÞ� for any fixed p.26 One can then
trace out this measure of frame-free demand for option 1—that is, de-
mand once framing effects have been eliminated and individuals choose
26 We set aside the question of exactly which approach is used to identify �Y *ðpÞ.
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according to Y *
i ðpÞ—at each p to obtain the frame-free demand curve, �Y *ðpÞ.

Denote the inverse of this demand curve by p*ð�Y Þ.
For simplicity, assume that decision makers have quasi-linear preferences,

UiðYi , xiÞ 5 uðYiÞ 1 xi, for some numeraire xi, and budget constraint pYi 1
xi 5 zi. Given quasi linearity, we can express the money-metric difference
in utility between the two options as Uið1, zi 2 pÞ 2 Uið0, ziÞ 5 p*i 2 p,
where p*i denotes the reservation price for individual i, p*i ; uið1Þ2
uið0Þ. Social welfare is W ðp, DÞ 5 Ð

iUiðYiðp, DÞ, zi 2 pYiðp, DÞÞ.
Knowledge of �Y *ðpÞ alone is sufficient to answer a number of ques-

tions of interest. Intuitively, the function substitutes for the standard de-
mand curve used to estimate equivalent or compensating variation. For
example, one could evaluate the welfare effect of assigning each individ-
ual with option 1 versus assigning each individual with option 0 by inte-
grating p*ð�Y Þ over the population. As another example, one could use
�Y *ðpÞ to calculate the welfare effect on consumers of a price change that
occurs under a “refinement” frame (D*) in which all individuals choose
according to Y *

i ðpÞ.
Conducting welfare comparisons when some choices are made under

D 5 0 or D 5 1 requires additional structure because these compari-
sons depend on the joint distribution of Yi(0, p), Yi(1, p), and Y *

i ðpÞ.
We sketch one strategy for dealing with this issue here.
Assumption A8. For each individual i and frame D, there exists a

unique reservation price, pi(D), such that p < piðDÞ ⇔ Yiðp, DÞ 5 1.
Assumption A9. There exists a common index i such that Yiðp, 0Þ >

Yi 0 ðp, 0Þ ⇔ Yiðp, 1Þ > Yi0 ðp, 1Þ ⇔ Y *
i ðpÞ > Y *

i0 ðpÞ for any i, i0.
For example, these two assumptions would be satisfied under a model in
which decision makers are consistent whenever the intensity of their
preference exceeds some threshold. Given this additional structure,
we are guaranteed to have three well-defined inverse demand curves:
pð�Y , 1Þ, pð�Y , 0Þ, and p*ð�Y Þ, corresponding (respectively) to �Y ðp, 1Þ,
�Y ðp, 0Þ, and �Y *ðpÞ. Note that frame monotonicity implies pð�Y , 1Þ ≤
p*ð�Y Þ ≤ pð�Y , 0Þ for any �Y .
Assumptions A8 and A9 allow us to perform welfare comparisons for

most policy changes one might be interested in. These comparisons are
possible because, given the common index structure (assumption A9),
we know that at a given value of �Y , the values of the inverse demand
curves pð�Y , 1Þ, pð�Y , 0Þ, and p*ð�Y Þ correspond to the respective individ-
ual reservation prices pi(1), pi(0), and p*i for the same individual. Thus,
recovering the three aggregate demand curves also allows us to recover
the joint distribution of individual demand curves that is essential to the
welfare calculation. The following proposition describes two such wel-
fare comparisons.
Proposition 5. Suppose that assumptions A1–A4 hold at any price;

assumptions A8 and A9 imply
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5.1. The welfare impact of an increase in price from p0 to p1 under
the frame D 5 0 is W ðp1, 0Þ 2 W ðp0, 0Þ 5 2ðp1 2 p0Þ�Y ðp1, 0Þ2Ð �Y ðp1,0Þ
�Y ðp0,0Þ ½p*ð�Y Þ 2 p0� d �Y .

5.2. The welfare impact of changing the frame from D 5 0 to D 5 1
is W ðp, 1Þ 2 W ðp, 0Þ 5 Ð �Y ðp,1Þ

�Y ðp,0Þ ½p*ð�Y Þ 2 p� d �Y .
Figure 3 illustrates these welfare calculations. Figure 3A illustrates
proposition 5.1, the welfare effect of increasing the price under D 5 0.
The price change reduces welfare by inducing some of those who were
consuming option 1 to switch to option 0 and also by raising the price for
those who continue to consume option 1. The welfare calculation for a
price change under D 5 1 is analogous.
Figure 3B illustrates proposition 5.2, the welfare effect of changing the

frame from D 5 0 to D 5 1, at some fixed price p. The welfare effect of
changing the frame falls entirely on inconsistent choosers in this model
because these are the individuals who change their behavior when the
frame changes.27 The inconsistent choosers who prefer option 0 at price
p are made worse off by a switch to D 5 1 (dark-gray region in the graph)
and the inconsistent choosers who prefer option 1 are made better off
(light-gray region). The amount by which a given individual is better
or worse off is determined by p*i 2 p. By integrating the estimated de-
mand functions, one can therefore determine whether welfare is higher
under D 5 0 or D 5 1. The figure is drawn for the case in which D 5 0
leads to higher welfare at the specified price.
VI. Conclusion

Recovering preferences when framing effects are present is a fundamen-
tal challenge in behavioral economics. Our proposed approach is to
maintain the revealed-preference assumption unless an apparent fram-
ing effect is observed. In that case, we relax the revealed-preference as-
sumption as much as is required to accommodate the observed framing
effect, but no further.We show that this transforms the original preference-
recovery problem into one of accounting for potentially endogenous se-
lection into the subpopulation of consistent decision makers. Applying
this approach can lead to novel insights even in well-studied settings such
as automatic enrollment into pension plans, as illustrated in the empiri-
cal application.
27 One could incorporate a cost of choosing against the frame into individual welfare, in
which case the consistent individuals would also matter for evaluating the change in wel-
fare (see Goldin and Reck 2020).
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FIG. 3.—Illustration of welfare calculations. This figure illustrates the welfare effects of a
change in the price under a frame D 5 0 (A) and a change in frame from D 5 0 to D 5 1
at fixed price p (B). Decreases in welfare are represented as dark-gray regions; increases
are represented as light-gray regions. A color version of this figure is available online.
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More generally, our approach offers two main advantages to empirical
researchers when framing effects are present. First, it offers simple and
practical tools to recover preference information without having to com-
mit to a specific behavioral model or set of functional form assumptions.
In the many settings in which our core assumptions are plausible, prop-
ositions 1 and 2 allow the researcher to estimate the preferences of con-
sistent decision makers and to bound the preferences of the population.
Point-identifying population preferences raises additional challenges,
and, depending on the application, the empirical tools we developed
might offer a path forward. But even when our tools are unlikely to apply,
understanding the preference-recovery challenge as a selection problem
may still provide insight. For example, a researcher’s knowledge of an ap-
plication may suggest that preferences and consistency are positively cor-
related, which, in conjunction with equation (2), would narrow the range
of values in which population preferences might fall.
The second benefit to our framework is that it makes model-based ap-

proaches to preference identification more transparent. As long as the
model satisfies our core assumptions, our results shed light on which fea-
tures of the model are driving the identification, namely, the behavioral
and distributional assumptions that pin down the relationship between
preferences and consistency. Highlighting these features can help re-
searchers choose betweenmodels and assess the credibility of their results.
At the same time, our approach is subject to at least two important lim-

itations. First, the reduced-form nature of our proposed tools might lure
researchers into using them in settings in which their identifying as-
sumptions are not met. We have tried to alleviate this concern by high-
lighting the types of conditions in which each tool is valid in the context
of specific behavioral models.
Second, we have assumed throughout that the presence of the framing

effect is the only reason that decision makers’ choices fail to reflect their
preferences. When other biases cause choices to diverge from prefer-
ences, choices will not reveal preferences, even once the framing effect
has been removed. In such cases, applying our approach still yields the
(counterfactual) choices decision makers would make if the framing ef-
fect had not been present, but the preferences inferred from those
(counterfactual) choices must be further adjusted before preferences
can be recovered. For example, one might combine our approach with
the analysis of decisions made by experts, or some other reference group
(see Handel and Schwartzstein 2018), to test whether the expert choices
resemble the nonexpert choices once the influence of framing effects
has been removed. If not, it might suggest that biases other than framing
effects are playing a role.
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